Open call for talent attraction of high-profile postdoctoral and
senior researchers at IDAEA-CSIC
The Institute and the role
The Institute of Environmental Assessment and Water Research (IDAEA-CSIC) is a
multidisciplinary research institute focused on the scientific understanding of key environmental
challenges facing society. IDAEA´s investigation, training, and education programmes cultivate
fertile ground for cross-subject innovation from local to global scales. Since its foundation a
decade ago IDÆA has striven to perform at an outstanding level on environmental research,
guided by the principle that our scientific understanding of current threats to global ecosystems is
best approached from a holistic, systems-based viewpoint. We have followed our mission to aim
high by leading international projects, adopting a high profile in the scientific community, and
publishing prolifically in Q1 and D1 journals. Our staff members include individuals belonging to
the elite group of scientists most cited in atmospheric science and water chemistry. As a Severo
Ochoa Centre of Excellence we have the ambition, strong analytical base, and proven record
to be in an optimal research position to launch a new phase of expansion.
The Institute aims to build on the existing strong cohort of active researchers by attracting
exceptional researchers who can contribute to achieving the strategic targets of our research
priorities. This is being done by using open competitive calls to hire young postdoc researchers
and by attracting national and international talented researchers with proven high profile success
(e.g. ERC grants) at a postdoctoral or senior level. These researchers will constitute a nucleus
for future projects and collaborations with EU and International Institutes.

What do we look for?
●

Requirements
o
o

3 years of postdoctoral research experience living abroad
Younger than 40 years old

Working conditions
●
●

Contract duration: 48 months
Estimated annual gross salary: Salary will commensurate with qualifications and
experience, but an extra financial support of 20,000€ will be provided to help the
beginning of the new researcher’s activities
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.

How to apply?
Interested applicants should submit an email (director.idaea@csic.es) with a short CV (1-2
pages) together with a 2-page document describing their main research line and activities to be
developed at IDAEA. Please title the email: “Talent Attraction”.
.
Deadline:21st May 2021
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